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A strictly hand-mad-e

cigar that is the final

product of 30 years'

experience and pains-

taking care in the pro-

per blending of finest

Porta Rican and A-meric- an

tobaccos.

Its workmanship is

what the smoker
would expect in a 15c
cigar. It has that "tail-

ored air" that marks
it a s a Patrician
among cigars.
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Named Honor of a Distinguished Man
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Memorial Nathaniel Greene,
deciding American freedom Guilford

dedicated America National
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General Greene
clasls drug

cigar stores. name;
insist upon getting Don't ac-

cept substitute claimed "just
colored bro-

ther remarked when
giraffe, "There ain't sich animile!"
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Mild and mellow, with
rich aroma
taste that gives
that "millionaire" feel-

ing,'
Greene qual-

ity that every smok-

er who distin-

guish good tobacco
insists

costs fully
thousand more,
manufacture than
"ordinary" cigar.

investing that
$5.00 YOUR

SATISFACTION.
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COMPARE point point,
every other cigar that pre-

tends competitor trust
choice your good

judgement

Edisto Quality

10c. Cigar
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Greensboro, N.G
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